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Abstract- It might be necessary to develop the multi-joint robots that can work very dedicated movable like a kind of unmanned ground vehicles on very complicated and hazardous environments. These typed robots might be difficulty so controlled and developed that they should control plenty of servo-motors and also diverse hardware. It will be very hard to reuse the software source codes associated with these own robots, much less for heterogeneous ones. It is very difficult to develop heterogeneous multi-joint robots. So we propose the semi-automatic software development based on MDD (Model Driven Development) for heterogeneous multi-joint robots.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many fields, it is in progress to research the diverse typed robots such as robot appliances and toys, domestic droids, robot cars, military ones, micro robots.

Daniel Wilson [1] mentions that most approach of the general robots is the sense-think-act mechanism - the closed-loop process such that a robot senses the environment, thinks about what to do, and then acts in physical world. It is very similar to how humans interact with world. The loop requires sensors to gather information, artificial intelligence to decide on a course of action and end effectors to interact with environment.

It uses actuators to move their arms, legs, or very sensitive tentacles. But these actuators are electromechanical motors to convert electricity to physical force and step motors to be used for precise movements.

To consider the movements of robot, we broadly classify the legged / the wheeled mobile movements.

On the wheeled styled movements of Robot, it is easily controlled, but just moves on a flat ground/reign. One the legged styled movements, it is possible to move any places with simultaneously controlling plenty of motors. The disaster rescue or military robot should even move in any dangerous environments. We will focus on the legged style Robot due to this bad situation. This paper is mentioned to the modeling tool for quickly and efficiently developing the software of multi-joint robot that is very difficult to develop with the traditional method.

In software engineering fields, MDA (Model Driven Architecture) [2,7,9] focuses on a mechanism that does the code generation via platform-dependent model through platform-independent model for multi-platforms. We adopt one kind of software process mechanism, which is MDA, into embedded software development, but should have made the automatic mechanism to convert on each step. Our first attempt defines the embedded software process. Based on this process, we make the automatic mechanism for heterogeneous multi-joint robots that easily develop through automatically converting from a model to the other model based on each particular hardware target. With this method we may enhance the code productivity associated with reuse of models.

Therefore, it may be possible to enhance the code development as we apply multi-joint robot development with MDD. It will also reduce the development cycle with reusing design/model. Due to reusable mechanism we can also develop software which is hardware-independent [3,13].

This paper is suggested the development mechanism of multi-joint robot and introduced to the automatic development tool based on the mechanism.

With this tool we show to generate each source code based on heterogeneous multi-joint roots.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe how our embedded MDD approach for developing embedded s/w system. In section 3, it shows the modeling example of heterogeneous multi-joint robots used in this paper. In section 4, it mentions the semi-automatic software development with the example of heterogeneous multi-joint robots. Finally we make a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. A Modeling Approach based on UML

Our modeling approach focuses on the embedded software development. So, we don't need to use a lot of diagrams like UML.xx. We follow the basic UML mechanism of Rational Rose, but not use all their diagrams for modeling and generating Code. We choose several diagrams for modeling embedded software, change and add new concepts into our chosen diagrams. Our diagrams like UML.xx consist of static modeling and dynamic modeling. The static model uses class diagram to represent the static aspect of a system. In dynamic model, concurrent message
diagram and concurrent state diagram represent the dynamic concurrent behavior of the system [11].

B. Model Driven Development (MDD) Approach

We develop the automatic MDD Transformation Process [10,12] based on our embedded MDA mechanism (that is, on hardware target) into which the original MDA concept (that is, on platform) are adopted. This process consists of TIM (Target independent model) stage, TSM (Target specific model) stage, and TDC (Target dependent code) stage. TIM defines a general model independent of the particular target domains. After requirement analysis, we may design TIM with extended xUML[4,5,11] and UML profile[3] at this TIM stage. TSM defines a specific model dependent of the OS, and hardware within the particular target domains [12]. At this TSM stage, we can model more complete with additional functions on TSM automatically transformed with TIM. TDC defines the source code per the specific target system. At TDC stage we can automatically generate codes whatever we need such as Java, C++, or C. Finally we can port complete executable code(s) into the target system(s). Now, we can semi-automatically develop the heterogeneous embedded software on the whole automatic MDD transformation process.

Transformation T2: Transforming from TSM(s) to a TDC(s)

transform the actually executable code from TSM through T1 transformations, we should do execute T2 transformations. T2 is generated a language with meta-template model on the basis of the class diagram, concurrent message diagram, and concurrent state diagram of TSM.

III. AUTOMATIC MDD MODELING MECHANISM

A. UML Profile

This UML profile is a important part of the modeling mechanism for generating source code.

The UML profile part consists of information about Middleware, RTOS, and Processor(s) such as the name and supportable RTOS of middleware, the name and GPIO image of processors, and a list of API functions be transformed.

Figure 2 shows the structure of meta profile with XML. We can get this information from the storiied UML Profile to automatically generating the right code.

Figure 3 shows the selection box (such as Middleware, RTOS, and Processor) of UML profile in the automatic embedded software development tool. Within the tool it displays information of selecting what target builds This means to automatically convert TIM(target independent model) into TDM (target dependent model), that is, what target builds.
B. Codable Templates from UML Diagrams

Each diagram in the automatic tool consists of each independent file. Automatically to generate its related code based on it, we should map and load the data information of each diagram into “meta template model”. For producing embedded software code, we use just three diagrams such as class diagram, concurrent message sequence diagram, and concurrent state diagram. It is integrated with “meta template model” with the data information of these three diagrams. In final step, to produce code should be converted these data into text file.

Class Diagram

We map the class diagram into meta template model. Figure 4 shows to associate each part of class diagram with each related part of meta template model with the dotted arrows. The name of class in diagram is stored by the unique “Class Name”. The inheritance relationships between classes are loaded into “Parent List”. The interface relationships between classes are loaded into “Interface List”. The association relationships are also loaded into “Association List”. Attributes and functions are also loaded into “Attribute List” and “Function List” on Meta template model.

Concurrent Message Sequence diagram

This diagram is played an important role in determining how many objects will be created or called. Figure 5 shows to fill the implementation part of methods from the association relationship among objects. But it will be possible to change the generated code based on this diagram because it will be determined the final these methods through the concurrent state diagram. Therefore, it will be completely integrated the generated code from this diagram with the concurrent state diagram.

Concurrent State Diagram

We just use to make the structure of the whole program code with other diagrams. But this diagram is very important part for generating the code for an embedded software development. This diagram (figure 6) can be directly mapping actual code and filling the detail information into meta template model.

The Generated Code Template Based on Meta Template Model

The generated code template is automatically converted based on Meta template models are generated. Figure 7 shows to link the right places in the code template with the Meta template diagram.


IV. SEMI-AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

In Figure 8, we use two heterogeneous multi-joint robots with 6 arms as one example in this paper.

![Multi-Joint Robots 1 and 2](image)

Figure 8. The heterogeneous multi-joint robots

We installed different processors into each robot to test our approach. Table I mentions hardware information of two heterogeneous robots. (a) Robot installs 8 bits-Atmega128 and programs C language, and (b) Robot uses 8 bits-Ubicom SX48AC and embeds Java Chip for executing Java. Both of them use 18 motors to control multi-joints through communicating with Bluetooth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microcontroller</th>
<th>(a) Multi-Joint Robots 1</th>
<th>(b) Multi-Joint Robots 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Atmel Atmega128 16MHz</td>
<td>Ubicom SX48AC 20MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>32 KByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM</td>
<td>4KByte</td>
<td>32 KByte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motors</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. THE HW CONF. INFORMATION OF HETEROGENEOUS ROBOTS

A. TIM(Target independent model) Phase

It is just software design for modeling target independent model. In this step, there are two diagrams such as the static model and the dynamic models.

1) The Static Modeling

This model uses to design the static structure of an embedded system. Figure 9 shows the class diagram of multi-joint robot. The class diagram includes sensors, controller, and data storage. The sensors may consist of ultrasonic, vibration, temperature, and magneton sensors. In this time, we just install ultrasonic sensor, but can attach more sensors.

Each arm of multi-joint robot has three servo motors, and consists of classes to automatically set whatever position each arm changes. Also the data is stored in “DataRepository” Class.

![Class Diagram](image)

Figure 9. The class diagram of a multi-joint robot on target independent model

2) The dynamic modeling

This modeling includes Concurrent Message Diagram and Concurrent State Diagram. Concurrent Message Sequence Diagram is extended to assign role, and to add synchronism.

This also is modeling for representing interaction between objects. Figure 10 shows the Concurrent Message Diagram of a multi-joint robot on target independent model. For example, the sensor object gets data from an event outside, and sends the data to the controller object. After analyzing the data, the controller object that uses “SettingDegree()” method sends a message to 6 arms simultaneously.
Concurrent state diagram represents to change the behavior of the control object out of embedded system, that is, robot. Figure 11 shows the state of multi-joint robot in the concurrent state diagram such as the moving state and the stop state. The moving state can change the front, the rear, the left, and the right movement from the input value of the sensor.

Figure 12. Transformation T1 : Multi-Joint Robot 1

Figure 13 shows to click ‘none’ button on Middleware, choose Javeline on RTOS, and also Ubicom SX48AC on processor for Multi-Joint Robots 2. Then also click ‘generate’ button to automatically generate other TSM.

Figure 13. Transformation T1 : Multi-Joint Robot 2

B. TSM(Target specific model) Phase

TSM phase should convert the target independent model into the target dependent model, which is applied with profiles of middleware, RTOS, and processors. It converts TIM into TSM automatically through our developed tool. In figure 12, 13, it shows to convert a TIM into each different TSM according to processor, RTOS, and middleware. Figure 12 shows to click each ‘none’ button on Middleware and RTOS, and chooses Atemega128 on processor for Multi-Joint Robots 1. Then clicks ‘Generate’ button to automatically generate TSM.

C. TDC(Target dependent code) Phase

The TDC phase is automatically generated the target dependent code per each different target system. Its possible generable code languages are C, C++, and Java.

Table II shows to compare the automatically generated codes of heterogeneous multi-joint robots through the tool.
TABLE II. THE GENERATED HETEROGENEOUS CODE WITH OUR AUTOMATIC TOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Multi-Joint Robots 1</th>
<th>(b) Multi-Joint Robots 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#define THIS m_ServoMotor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>struct Arm super,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_ServoMotor;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void (*PhaseOut(int values);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServoMotor;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void ServoMotor _Init(void * this)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServoMotor *THIS;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIS = (ServoMotor *) this;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIS-&gt;PhaseOut =</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServoMotor_PulseOut;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void ServoMotor_PulseOut(void *this, int values)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServoMotor *THIS;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIS = (ServoMotor *) this;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase (THIS-&gt;super.m_speed,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIS-&gt;super.m_pinc);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class ServoMotor extends Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public ServoMotor()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public void PulseOut(int values)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU1PhaseOut(m_speed, m_pinc);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

It may be hard to reuse embedded software, such as model, design, and code, for the hardware dependent systems, that is, heterogeneous multi-joint robots. We propose the semi-automatic software development based on MDD (Model Driven Development) to develop the heterogeneous systems. To solve a problem for the heterogeneous embedded software development, we implement the automatic tools for model transformation (such as TIM and TSM) and code generation. As a result, this leads to reduce the lifecycle of the heterogeneous embedded software development. We are still researching on the extending profiles and the verification tool.
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